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Overview

- Funder policies
- Institutional policies
- Repository landscape
- Publishing landscape
- Open Data
- Linking Resources
Funder policies (1)

Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO)

NWO is of the opinion that research results obtained using public funds must be made freely available as much as possible. This applies to both scientific publications and research data. In this way valuable knowledge can be used by researchers, companies and public institutions. NWO therefore encourages Open Access publication and is developing policy for Open Access research data.
Funder policies (2)

Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO)

Incentive Fund Open Access

- conference session
- Publications
- OA journals (closed)
Funder policies (3)

Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW)

The Academy requests its researchers:
- to publish publications open access as far as possible
- to digitally preserve research data and make them openly accessible as far as possible
- to include a brief data section in every research plan.
## Institutional policies (1)

### Green OA

1. Obligation to deposit  
   TU/e, UvA, EUR, UT
2. Open Access available  
   TU/e, EUR & UM, UU, RU, VU, WUR

### Gold OA

1. Fund  
   UU, TUDelft, WUR
2. Membership  
   RU, UU, UvA, TUDelft
3. Journals  
   EUR, RUG, TUDelft, UU, UvA, UvT, VU
Support by...
Support by...
Repository landscape (1)

- all universities
- large number of universities of applied sciences
Repository landscape (2)

Aggregations:

www.narcis.nl
337.141 OA publications

www.hbo-kennisbank.nl
20.951 OA publications
Repository landscape (3)

Developments:

– linked data
– connect with CRIS system
Publishing landscape (1)

- OA journals in DOAJ: 71
  - by publishers: AUP, Brill, LUP
  - by institutions: EUR, TUD, UvT, UU, VU
Publishing landscape (2)

- OAPEN-NL pilot:
  - 50 titles
  - OAPEN, NWO, SURF
  - publishers

- DOAB, books by:
Data openbaar

De Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (NWO) moet wetenschappers dat van hun geld zijn betaald, hun onderzoeksresultaten openbaren. NRC Handelsblad vorige week: "Heel goed, vindt directeur Pet
Doorn van Data Archiving and Preservation (DAP), dat de gegevens van NWO helpt onderzoekers eenvoudiger te vonden. NWO eist onderzoeksd
gegevensopenbaarheid en open access.

NWO eist onderzoeksgegevens openbaar

Commentaar

Openbaar wetenschapsbeleid

Van wie zijn die data nu eigenlijk?
Report finds massive fraud at Dutch universities
Investigation claims dozens of social-psychology papers contain faked data.

Fraud Case Seen as a Red Flag for Psychology Research
By BENEDIKT CAREY
Published: November 2, 2011
A well-known psychologist in the Netherlands whose work has been published widely in professional journals falsified data and made up entire experiments, an investigating committee has found. Experts say the case exposes deep flaws in the way science is done in a field, psychology, that has only recently earned a fragile respectability.

Niederlande
Renommierter Psychologe gesteht Fälschungen

Report: Dutch 'Lord of the Data' Forged Dozens of Studies (UPDATE)
by Gretchen Vogel on 31 October 2011, 7:05 PM | 34 Comments

Public sector can combat fraud with data sharing
Outsourcing is not the only thing to blame for procurement fraud, says Graham Kemp, and the public sector needs to view data less as a security risk but knowledge to be shared.
Report of Commission Schuyt

- Access to research data improves transparency
- Make integrity rules a vital element of scientific conduct
- Many differences between disciplines
- Small-scale research more risky than big science
- Peer pressure
- Data management in SEP
What is DANS?

- Institute of KNAW & NWO, since 2005
- Mission:

  promote and provide permanent access to digital research information (started with digital archives in the humanities and social sciences)
Main activities and services

- encourage self-archive and reuse of data with Electronic Archiving SYstem EASY → www.easy.dans.knaw.nl
- provide access to datasets, e-publications and research information → www.narcis.nl
- data projects with research communities and partner organisations → www.dans.knaw.nl/en/content/projects
- advice, training and support, e.g. Data Seal of Approval → www.datasealofapproval.org
- R&D into archiving of and access to digital information
Motto

Open if possible, restricted if necessary!
NWO and DANS want to ensure that new research data are archived in a sustainable manner and made available for further research. After having been granted the subsidy, researchers are obliged to enter into a data contract with DANS. The data contract is intended to guarantee accessibility to the data as well as their digital sustainability for additional scientific research.
Data Management Plans

1. Preparation of the data collection project
2. Implementation of the data collection project
3. Archiving data and making data available
Research Data Netherlands

✓ Dutch Data Prize
✓ Data Intelligence 4 Librarians
✓ ...
Challenge for the next five years
www.narcis.nl
> ‘Enhanced Publications’

**Research Data**

**Report**

**Researchers**

**Aggregation: enhanced publication**

**Organizations involved:** funder and research institute

**Topics linking to related information**
Thank you for your attention!
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Frage?

For more information please contact marnix.van.berchum@dans.knaw.nl